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Abstract
We propose a self stabilizing algorithm (protocol) for leader election in a tree graph. We show the
correctness of the proposed algorithm by using a new technique involving induction.

1 Introduction
In a distributed system the computing elements or nodes exchange information only by message passing.
Every node has a set of local variables whose contents specify the local state of the node. The state of the
entire system, called the global state, is the union of the local states of all the nodes in the system. Each
node is allowed to have only a partial view of the global state, and this depends on the connectivity of the
system and the propagation delay of different messages. Yet, the objective in a distributed system is to
arrive at a desirable global final state (legitimate state), defined by some invariance relation on the global
state. Systems that reach the legitimate state starting from any arbitrary (possibly illegitimate) state in a
finite number of steps are called self-stabilizing systems [Dij74, Dij86]. This kind of property is highly
desirable for fault tolerance [Lam84] in distributed systems, since without having a global memory, global
synchronization is achieved in finite time without any intervention by any external agency and thus the
system can correct itself automatically from spurious perturbations or failures. Few such algorithms have
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recently appeared in the literature [GH90, BGW89, ADG92, CD94, FD94, CS94]; a good survey of selfstabilizing algorithms can be found in [Sch93].
Our purpose in the present paper is to propose a self-stabilizing leader election protocol for tree graphs.
Thus, a global state, where an arbitrary node can be unambiguously elected leader as identified by some
characteristics (unique from all other nodes), is a legitimate state. Self stabilizing leader election protocols
for uniform rings of primal size has been proposed in [Hua93], while it has been shown in [BP89] that
self stabilizing protocol for leader election cannot exist for a ring of composite size. We first show that
it may not be possible to design a self stabilizing leader election protocol for a tree that can elect a leaf
node to be the leader; but, it is possible to get a self stabilizing protocol to elect an arbitrary internal node
as the leader if a node is allowed to test if it is a leaf or internal node and accordingly take an appropriate
action. This is quite natural for a tree graph while there is no apparent way to do this in a ring; note that in
all existing self-stabilizing algorithms each node can get the information about the states of its neighbor
nodes and hence does effectively know the number of its neighbors. In this sense, our protocol does have
a single uniform rule for each node of the tree and ecah node uses the information about its own state and
its neighbor states.
Each node, in our algorithm, has a level variable ranging over the domain f0; 1; 2;    ; C g where C is
a positive integer greater than or equal to the number of the nodes in the tree. The level variables initially
have arbitrary values; the algorithm changes the levels in such a way that the system reaches, in finite
time, a state where a unique but arbitrary internal node has a level that is strictly greater than that of all
other nodes; this internal node can then be treated as the leader.
One useful startegy to prove the correctness of self stabilizing algorithms is to use bounded monotonically decreasing functions defined on global system states [Kes88]; most existing self-stabilizing algorithms are proved to be correct by defining a bounded function that is shown to decrease monotonically
at every step [Hua93]. We do not use this technique; instead we develop a new proof technique using induction on the number of nodes in the tree; this may prove useful in proving the correctness of other self
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stabilizing protocols. Most self-stabilizing algorithms assume that there is a central daemon [Dij74] that
decides which of the privileged nodes makes a move. In other words, the central daemon serializes the
moves made by the privileged nodes, but the order in which the privileged nodes are chosen to make their
moves is not known a priori. However, the presence of such a daemon is against the fundamental idea
of a distributed system. Our algorithm does uses a much weaker assumption; when multiple nodes are
privileged, an arbitrary subset of these nodes (at least one) can make a move as long as the active nodes
are not adjacent. Our algorithm does not assume any order or any specific rule in which the set of active
nodes is chosen at any point of time.

2 The Leader Election Algorithm
Consider an arbitrary tree graph T

= (V; E ). We use the following notations:



n: The number of nodes in the tree.



C: An integer constant such that C

 n.

 N (i): Set of the neighbors of node i.


L(i): Level of node i.



P(i): Predecessor pointer of node i, pointing to one of the nodes in N (i).

Thus each node i maintains two data structures L(i) and P (i) which can have arbitrary initial values.
Note that 0  L(i)  C ; we do not need to consider level values beyond that (even after perturbation) as
we can always assume each processor is capable of doing a modulo (C + 1) operation and always keeps
the remainder (mod (C

+ 1)) as its level value. Also, we do not assume the nodes are assigned unique

identification numbers. Each node maintains an ordered list of its neighbors and the predecessor pointer

P (i) at node i is set to point to one of its neighbors or null.
3

Definition 1 A node i is called leaf node iff

jN (i)j = 1. A node i is called internal node iff jN (i)j > 1.

Definition 2 For each node i we define the following sets:

NL (i) = fj 2 N (i)jL(j ) < L(i)g, NE (i) =

fj 2 N (i)jL(j ) = L(i)g, and NG(i) = fj 2 N (i)jL(j ) > L(i)g. For each node i we also define two
integers: m(i) = maxfL(k)jk 2 NL (i)g and M (i) = maxfL(k )jk 2 NE (i) [ NG (i)g.
We make the following immediate observations:



In any given system state, the sets NL (i), NE (i), and NG (i) for each node i in the tree give the subset
of neighbors of node i whose levels are respectively less than, equal to and greater than that of node

i. Of course, one or more of the sets for a node i may be null, but all three cannot be simultaneously
null (T is a connected graph).



In any given system state, the sets NL (i), NE (i), and NG (i) for each node i are pairwise mutually
disjoint.



Since each node looks at its own state and the states of its neighbors, each node can compute these
three sets in any system state.

 If jNL(i)j = 0, then m(i) is not defined; similarly, if jNE (i) [ NG (i)j = 0, then M (i) is not defined.
Definition 3 In any given system state, a node i is called maximal iff jNG(i)j = 0 and is called strictly
maximal iff jNG (i) [ NE (i)j

= 0.

Similarly, a node i is called minimal iff jNL (i)j

= 0 and is called

strictly minimal iff jNL (i) [ NE (i)j = 0.
The concept of the legitimate state depends on what we want to maintain. Since our objective in the
present paper is leader election, any possible system state, where an arbitrary node can be unambiguously elected leader as identified by some characteristics (unique from all other nodes), may be called a
legitimate state. Note that this requirement does not say anything about the characteristics of the other
nodes as long as one node can be singled out based on some characteristics. The second requirement is
4

that the rest of the nodes in the tree T are aware of the identification of the leader node. Any other system
state is an illegitimate state.
The purpose of a self-stabilizing algorithm is to bring back the stable state once the system is in any
possible illegitimate state by any perturbation. The basic idea is whenever the system is in an illegitimate
state at least one of the nodes should be able to recognize some local inconsistency and should take some
corrective action. Any action taken by a node in an illegitimate state depends only on its own state and
the states of its neighboring nodes (each node has only a partial view of the global system state). As noted
earlier, electing a leader does not need that each node in the tree T is assigned an unique identification;
only the leader node needs to have a unique identification. But, since each node needs to know the leader,
an actual algorithm may restrict the characteristics of the other nodes in some way. First, we state the
following theorem.
Theorem 1 There can be no self-stabilizing algorithm that assigns distinct numbers to the leaf nodes of
an arbitrary tree graph.
Proof : Consider a tree of 3 nodes: an internal node r and two leaf nodes a and b. Each node x maintains
some local data structure S (x). When a node x takes an action, the new value of S (x) depends only on
its own state and those of its neighbors. Consider an illegitimate state with identical initial data structures
for nodes

a and b; this has to be an illegitimate state for a self-stabilizing algorithm that would assign

distinct numbers to leaf nodes. So, either the internal node is privileged, or the nodes a; b are privileged,
or both. If the internal node takes an action, the new state will also have have the property S (a) = S (b).
If a, b are privileged and one of them takes an action, the other one will remain privileged, since the state
of the internal node – its only neighbor – didn’t change. Therefore, the node which didn’t take action can
take action and the new state will have S (a)

= S (b). Hence, repeating the argument, there is an infinite

sequence of moves such that each state in the sequence has at least one privileged node.

5
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Corollary 1 There is no general sef-stabilizing algorithm that assigns distinct numbers to the nodes of
a tree.
Theorem 2 There is no general sef-stabilizing algorithm that can choose a leaf node as a leader.

Proof : Since a system state with identical data structures for leaf nodes is also an illegitimate state for
any algorithm that elects a leaf node as leader, the proof is similar to that of the previous theorem.

2

Remark 1 The theorem does not exclude the existence of such an algorithm for some particular classes
of trees.
Thus, the proposed algorithm would strive to elect an arbitrary internal node as the leader. We restrict
ourselves to the first requirement of leader election and then later show that once the legitimate state is
reached, any non leader node can reach the leader node using the predecessor pointers. Our algorithm
has a single uniform rule for all the nodes in the graph. Each node looks at its own state and the states
of its neighbors and takes action by changing its own level. Thus, the global system state is defined by
the union of the level values at each node; the state space, although very large, is finite. We introduce a
predicate

i for any node i;
i

: L(i) > m(i) + 1;

Note that i is defined only when m(i) is defined for the node i.

i is true for a node i iff the difference

of L(i) and the maximum of the level of the nodes in NL (i) is 2 or more. Note that : i

 L(i) = m(i)+1,

since L(i) and m(i) are integers and by definition m(i) < L(i). We can now state the algorithm as a single
rule for each node in the graph. The rule at node i is as follows:

8>
>> if jN (i)j = 1 ^ L(i) 6= 0 then L(i) = 0;
>>
>< else if i ^ jNG(i) [ NE (i)j  1 then L(i) = m(i) + 1;
(R) >
>> else if L(i) < C ^ [jNG(i) [ NE (i)j  2 _ fjNG(i)j = 0 ^ jNE (i)j = 1 ^ : i g]
>>
>:
then L(i) = minfM (i) + 1; C g;
6

Note: By construction of the algorithm whenever i needs be evaluated, it is always defined; i needs be
evaluated only for an internal node j (with jN (j )j > 1) such that jNG (j ) [ NE (j )j  1 (thus, jNL (j )j 

1).
Definition 4 When an internal node x executes L(x) = m(x) + 1 (second clause of the algorithm), level
of node x decreases after this move (since

x is true); we call this a D-move. When an internal node x

executes L(x) = M (x) + 1, level of node x increases after this move; we call this an I-move.
Remark 2 A leaf node x is privileged iff L(x) 6= 0; a leaf node may be privileged in an illegitimate state,
but once it takes action it becomes un privileged and can never be privileged again.
Remark 3 An internal node x with L(x)
an internal node x with L(x)

L(x) = C , NG(x) = ;).

< C is privileged when jNE (x)j > 0 _ jNG(x)j > 1 _

= C is privileged when

x

x;

^ jNE (x)j  1 (note that for a node x with

Note that when an internal node is privileged, it can take either a D-move

or an I -move, but not both. If it makes a D-move, it becomes un privileged after the move but may be
privileged subsequently due to moves by its neighbors. If it makes an I-move to make its level C , it may
be still privileged to make a D-move only.
Lemma 1 In any system state, if all nodes are un privileged, 8x 2 T , L(x) < C .
Proof : Suppose otherwise. If a node x has L(x)

:

= C and is un privileged, then either NE (x) > 1, or

x or both. Consider the subset of nodes in T with level C . This subset forms a subtree of T (consider

two nodes x; y

2 T with levels C ; since T is a tree, there exists a unique path between x and y and each

node on this path must have a level C since they are all un privileged). Hence, there must exist at least
one node x such that NE (x)
that L(y )

6> 1 and hence :

x

 L(x) = m(x) + 1; thus there exists a node y such

= C , 1. Since the node y is unprivileged, L(y) = m(y) + 1, i.e., there exists a node z such

that L(z ) = C , 2. Repeating this argument, we must have nodes with all the distinct level values from

C to 0. This is a contradiction since the total number of nodes is n  C , hence the proof.
7
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At this point, we can have a precise definition of the legitimate (stable) state. A legitimate or stable state
is a global system state when no node is privileged. Specification of the set of legitimate states depends
on the algorithm and can be obtained by complementing the predicates in the algorithm.
Definition 5 The system is in a legitimate state iff (i) 8x 2 T s.t.
s.t.

x is a leaf node, L(x) = 0, (ii) 8x 2 T

x is an internal node, L(x) < C ^ jNE (x)j = 0 ^ jNG(x)j  1 ^ L(x) = m(x) + 1.

Remark 4 In any illegitimate state, at least one node in the tree

T

is privileged. This directly follows

from Remarks 2 and 3 and Definition 5.
Lemma 2 In an illegitimate state, if a node x with L(x)

< C is maximal but not strictly maximal, then

it must be privileged; a strictly maximal node x is privileged iff x is true.
Proof : A node x with L(x) < C , which is maximal but not strictly maximal, must have jNE (x)j > 0;
a strictly maximal node x has jNG (x) [ NE (x)j = 0. The rest follows from Remark 3.
Lemma 3 For a tree T with n nodes, n

2

 3, in a legitimate (stable) state (i.e., no node is privileged),

there exists exactly one maximal node which is also strictly maximal. The level of this strictly maximal
node is less than n.
Proof : Since no node is privileged, 8x 2 T , L(x) < C (Lemma 1). Thus, any un privileged maximal
node must be strictly maximal (Lemma 2). Consider the node x such that L(x)

= maxfL(k) j k 2 V g.

Since this node x is maximal and un privileged, it is strictly maximal. Suppose, another strictly maximal
node y exists. Then, there is a path between x and y via at least one other node (both x and y are strictly
maximal). Let be

z the node with the minimum level on this path.

Since this node

z has at least two

neighbors with levels greater than or equal to its own level, node z is privileged, which is a contradiction.
Using an argument similar to that used in Lemma 1, there is a path from node x to a leaf such that on that
path the levels of the nodes are L(x);

L(x) , 1; : : : ; 1; 0. Since there are at most n nodes in this path,

2

L(x) < n.
8
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Figure 1: Star like Trees
Corollary 2 In any legitimate state, the unique strictly maximal node has a level that is strictly greater
than the level of any other node.
Lemma 4 In any legitimate state, the unique strictly maximal node is the elected leader and each node
can reach the leader.
Proof : The leader node x has jNG (x)j = 0 and it can set its predecessor pointer P (x) = NULL. Any

2 T has jNG(y)j = 1 and hence can set its predecessor pointer P (y) to point to the unique
node in NG (y ).
2

other node y

Definition 6 An internal node in a tree T is called a type I node if it has at least two internal node neighbors in T ; otherwise it is called a type II node. Thus, the vertex set of T can be partitioned as T1 [ T2 [ T3 ,
where T1 is the set of type I internal nodes, T2 is the set of type II internal nodes and T3 is the set of leaf
nodes of the tree T .
Remark 5 For a given tree T , if T1

= ;, then the tree T must be either a star or two stars connected by

an edge; see Figure 1. For any other tree T, the set T1 is not null.
Definition 7 For a given tree T and a given system state, let `min
level of internal nodes (both type I and type II). Let Lmin

= minfL(x)jx 2 T1 [T2 g, the minimum

= fx 2 T1 [ T2 jL(x) = `ming.

Lemma 5 In any illegitimate state, provided no leaf node makes any move, if a type II internal node y
(y

2 T2 ) makes a D-move such that L(y) becomes less than L(z) after the move, where L(z) is the level

of node y ’s unique type I neighbor z , node y becomes permanently un privileged.
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Proof : When node y makes a D-move, jNG (y ) [ NE (y )j  1; and L(z ) must be equal to or greater than

L(y) in order that new level of node y (after the move) becomes less than L(z). Thus, after the move, level
of node y is one greater than the maximum of the levels of its leaf neighbors and is less than that of node

z. Leaf nodes do not make any move and for any subsequent move of the node z, its level will always be
greater than that of node y (since y

2 NL (z)); thus the node y becomes permanently un privileged. 2

Lemma 6 Starting from any illegitimate state, provided no leaf node makes any move, one of the following will occur in finite time:

 If jLminj > 1, jLminj will decrease.
 If jLminj = 1, `min will increase.


At least one internal node will become permanently un privileged.

Proof : We consider two cases:
Case 1: `min

= C . In this case, Lmin = T1 [ T2. No nodes in T1 is privileged since it has at least two

neighbors with level C . Any node y in T2 , if it is privileged, can make only a D-move. Any such node y
has leaf node neighbors and exactly one T1 neighbor, say z (L(z ) = C ). After the D-move, the new level
of node y will be m(y )+1 < C ; node y is now un privileged and remain so permanently since leaf nodes
do not make any move (Lemma 5).
Case 2: `min

< C . Consider a node y 2 T1 [ T2 , Lmin , if this set is not empty. L(y) > `min. If node

y makes an I -move, the new level of node y is still greater than `min and hence jLmin j does not increase.
For a D-move of node y , we consider two subcases.
Subcase 1: If y

2 T1 , the new level of y would be m(y) + 1 (m(y)  `min ) and hence jLminj

does not increase.

2 T2 , node y has leaf node neighbors and exactly one T1 neighbor, say z (note
L(z)  `min). If the new level of node y (after the D-move) is greater than L(z), jLminj does
Subcase 2: If y
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not increase; otherwise, if this new level of node

y is smaller than L(z), node y becomes

permanently un privileged (Lemma 5).
Thus, for any move made by a node y

2 T1 [ T2 , Lmin , either the theorem is proved or jLmin j does not

2 Lmin . If node y does not make a move in finite time, it is permanently
un privileged and the theorem is proved. Otherwise, consider again two subcases. If y 2 T1 , y has at least
two internal node neighbors, say y1 and y2 . We have, L(y1 )  `min , L(y2 )  `min , and L(y ) = `min ;
thus node y must make an I-move. Hence, if jLmin j > 1, jLmin j will decrease, or `min will increase. If
y 2 T2 (node y has leaf node neighbors and exactly one T1 neighbor, say z), y can make either an I-move
or a D-move. In case of an I-move, if jLmin j > 1, jLmin j will decrease, or `min will increase. In case of a
increase. Now, consider a node y

D-move, level of node y will be less than that of node z and hence node y is permanently un privileged.

2
Remark 6 Note that the argument holds as long as adjacent nodes do not make concurrent moves.
Lemma 7 For a tree T with n nodes, starting from any illegitimate state, there is no infinite sequence of
moves made only by internal nodes.

Proof : We prove by induction. For
For

n = 2, the claim holds trivially since there is no internal node.

n = 3, there is only one possible tree structure with one internal node; the internal node is either

un privileged, or becomes un privileged after its first move. Assume the lemma is true for any tree with

(n , 1) nodes and for any C  (n , 1). Consider a tree with n nodes and C  n; assume that internal
nodes make an infinite sequence of moves; we will reach a contradiction. By repeated application of
Lemma 6, `min will gradually increase (no node can be rendered permanently un privileged because of
our induction hypothesis) and in finitely many moves, `min will be equal to C and Lmin will include all
the internal nodes in the tree. At this point, any internal node is either un privileged or can make at most
one D-move and become permanently un privileged. Thus we reach a contradiction and hence the proof.
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Figure 2: The Execution of the Algorithm
Lemma 8 For a tree T with n nodes, starting with any illegitimate state, all nodes are un privileged in
finitely many moves.

Proof : It follows from Lemma 7 and the fact that any leaf node can make at most one move.

2

We can now state the following theorem about the termination of the algorithm in finite time.
Theorem 3 For a tree T with n nodes, starting with any illegitimate state, stable state is reached by the
algorithm in finite time.
Example: Figure 2 illustrates the execution of the algorithm on an example graph from an arbitrary initial
state. The tree in our example has 9 vertices, fa; b; c; d; e; f; g; h; i; j g. Each node in the figures is labeled
12

with its name and its level. The set PV denotes the set of privileged nodes and the set AV denotes the
set of active nodes. It is to be noted that in a given state multiple nodes may be privileged and more than
one node may be active as long as active nodes are not adjacent; we have arbitrarily chosen a subset to
be active in our example. Figure 2(i) is the initial state and the Figure 2(v) is the final legitimate state.
It is to be noted that there are many other possible sequences of moves that will bring the state back to a
stable state starting from the same initial illegitimate state.

3 Conclusion
We have proposed a self stabilizing algorithm for leader election in a tree graph. When the algorithm
terminates (in finite time), there is an unique node with a level value that is strictly greater than the levels
of all other nodes; this is the elected leader node and each of the rest of the nodes has a unique way to
reach that leader. The nodes in teh tree are treated uniformly in the sense that each node executes a single
uniform rule. Ecah node has only a partial view of the global state; it knows of its own state and the states
of its neighbors. Starting from any illegitimate state, the algorithm can elect an arbitrary internal node to
be the new leader; but no leaf node will ever be selected as the leader of the tree (a leaf node in a tree is a
node with eaxctly one neighbor). We have shown that it may not be possible to design a self stabilizing
protocol that can elect a leaf node to be the leader. To do that, it may be interesting to look at probabilistic
self-stabilizing algorithms.
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